Fees for : WRT Water Release Therapy® 'Provider' L-1
Trainings and Sessions : rates subject to increase in 2022
Basic Watsu® = $595. Pre-Reg [one month min in advance]
Auditors $450.
WRT Water Release Therapy® Level-1 [L-1] 'Provider' Training
Level-1 = $695.
Auditors $495.
BW $595.+ WRT L-1 $695 = $1,290.00 [both modules)
1.5 hr WRT Sessions $360. each x 2 = $720. (Diane pays $180. in
pool fees or $90. per 1.5 hrs.)
Text $35. "Freeing the Body in Water" by Harold Dull online
download link.
Floats $100. for two sets (medium blk and large blue)
Nose clips @ $35. ea. [both kinds; tweekers and padded clips
recommended] Needed pre WRT L-1
‘Student Practice Sessions’ on Monday, you can have your
'Receivers' cover the $60. hr. pool fee and/or shared pool with
another student and their model ; $30. hr. pool fee each on
SPDay.
We set up in advance.
Supervisions (1 post each module on SPDay from Authorized
Assistant and final 3rd at a later date with Diane*). A Supervision
is 1 hour, $200. per hour paid directly to Assistant. Hourly WRT
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Rate of $200 x 2 = $400. for 2 hours, one post each
module. Supervision Sessions include pool fees.
Diane's Super's are $280. If 1.0/ or $360. for 1.5 hrs.
*Additional Supers if needed prior to DM.
One hour Session with WRT Board Elder Joanna Kaser, MSW @
$160. In person or Online.
Emily Fleck, Licensed Psychotherapist @$160. In person or
Online.
[Please see website for contact info for both.]
DM Demonstration of Mastery 1.5 hr. $360.
Once you become WRT L-1 ‘Provider’, we have an established
minimum starting rate $175. per hour. or $250. per 1.5 hours
WRT Sessions.
WRT L-2/3 Combined = $795. [not required for WRT L-1
‘Provider’ Certification]
Level 2/3 combined = $795.
Auditors may repeat course for $495.
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